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About This Game

Turn the crank, rotate the gears, push the levers, Use the catapult, explode it, or fly it...From grilling sausages with a pulley,
gears, rubberbands and a candle to firing a cannon with a basketball, these wacky brain-teasers will light up your imagination

with creative and addictive fun.

Key Features:

70+ Elements

Addictive Fun!

200+ Challenges

Design your own Puzzles with the Building Editor

Multiple Solutions!

3D Graphics & Real Time Shadows
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Everything the positive raters have said! This game is soooo much fun and the experience of flying can entertain you for hours.
Given some of the motion mechanics in the early part of the experience I would have thought a little queasiness would be
expected but had none. Enjoying myself immensely. Brilliant! Thank you dev(s) for the gift of flight!. This reminds me of the
sorts of apps that came out in the first couple years of the iphone. There's just not very much there.. Great game, easy to play,
Bladerunner like. Runs fine even on my laptop.. This materpiece (alongside Age of Mythology, Age of Empires, Etherlords, and
Gothic 2) brings an immense surge of nostalgia whenver I play it. I was only 7 when I first bought it. Nearly 12 years later, I
found it on Steam.
Aside the fact the graphics are severely outdated and the compatibility with Win7 or newer versions is very thin, I still play it to
remember the old days. *sobs*. I really recommend this game to anyone that loves survial and text based games. This has so
many decisions that it will leave you playing it for hours.. A very memorable game. I played the 2012 version and I wouldn't
ever forget how great that game is, which is why I really wanted to get the remastered version. I really enjoyed the extra
difficulty with harder puzzles and extra dialogue.. Played this when it was NEW! loved it then still love it now. A must have for
the old school pc gamer.. Back in 2015 when the game first came out they gave the option of supporting the game further. So i
bought a few years back and never regret it..
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Funny little puzzle plattformer that despite it's minor flaws (some sound issues and the fact that there is no real BGM, except for
a few secs each time you start a level) is recommendable if you want to kill some time or just play a simple game. I didn't regret
picking this up durning DailyDeal and now after finishing it, I can say that it is even worth it's full price :)
Controls are responsive and get the job well done. The art style is cartoony and there is even some crude humor hidden in
between.. Wasnt very scary
. 90000000000000000000000000\/10 mesterpines. Finally Petroglyph dropped the F2P MOBA crap and returned to their roots.
A classic RTS with base building, unit spamming and silly voice accents.. BOMBER ♥♥♥♥INA X

XBOX BOMBER. Been a blast playing this game! The fact that it has an online-multiplayer feature only makes it more
awesome and fun for my friends and I! The game also plays at a fast pace, has excellent hero varieties and is extremely well
polished for an early access game! I highly recommend this game for days!. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 me. Tetris meets Space
Invaders. An enjoyable, albeit somewhat choppy SHMUP experience.
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